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E-mail: info@veritec.ch

www.veritec.ch

Range of products for the roof tile industry

 Engobing systems
 Spray-painting systems
 Powder stations
 Air washer
 Storage tanks
 Dissolving tanks
 Day tanks
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Engobing systems



Engobing systems for engobing and glazing clay roof goods in the roof tile industry.
We supply systems from our standard product range as well as customer-specific
solutions.
VERITEC systems are distinctly different from those offered by competitors:
!! Lower paint consumption thanks to lower loss of paint.
Smaller paint volumes are required for obtaining the desired product.
!! Easy operation. The systems are easy to operate and understand.
The product formulas are retrieved from the computer memory for processing.
!! Automation. The high level of automation relieves the operator of most
responsibility. Sources of errors are essentially eliminated. A strict, dictated working
style is required for operating the system and is automatically monitored.
!! Stable, consistent quality of the clay goods. The high level of automation in
conjunction with easy operation of the system allows a consistent and stable end
product quality to be achieved.
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Spray-painting systems

 Spray-painting systems for coating tiles with engobing

and glazing substances to produce special effects.
The systems allow one or more spray guns to be
installed. Operation of the high-grade spray guns is
based on the principle of continuous paint circulation.
Clogging by paint deposits is ruled out. Each spray gun
is supplied with its own paint colour. This allows
simultaneous spray-painting of the product with different
colours.
For moving the spray guns, it is possible to apply
different actuators such as manually controlled gearing
motors or gearing motors with absolute encoders and
frequency converters.
The level of automation and the reproducibility
characteristics are selected according to the specific
customer needs. With the appropriate spray gun
actuators, the control system can determine the spraying
times, the travelling speeds and the angle of rotation and
save them in a product formula management system.
Thanks to a wide variety of combinations of the
parameters (product formulas) by a random generator, it
is possible to mass-produce products as one-off pieces.
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Powder stations

 Powder stations for applying dry engobing substances such as powders and granular materials
to clay goods to achieve special effects.
The systems allow one or more stations to be installed in line with different contents in their
supply hoppers. The supply hopper can be filled either by hand or automatically with material
return. A discharge roll is installed underneath the supply hopper. The easy-to-exchange rolls
are made of steel. The roll is either smooth or fluted. This allows producers to design and
produce their own “proprietary brand” products with different recesses, bores and depths on the
smooth roll.

The level of automation and the reproducibility characteristics are selected on the basis
of the customer’s needs. With the appropriate discharge roll drive, the control system
can determine the speed, rotating time, standstill time, acceleration and braking of the
discharge roll. The values are saved in the roduct formula management system. Thanks
to a wide variety of combinations of the parameters (product formulas) by a random
generator, it is possible to mass-produce products as one-off pieces.
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Air washer

Clean air discharged to
atmosphere

Aspiration



Air washer for scrubbing humid, water-soluble paint mists.
Engobing systems, spray-painting systems and other installations generate mists
during the production process. In order to reduce their impact on humans and the
environment to the legally allowed limits, these mists must be exhausted through
an aspiration system.
The humid mists are aspirated by the unit and drawn via a chamber system
through a water bath. This process washes out the humid dust particles from the
stream. The clean air is discharged to the atmosphere through a silencer. The
maximum and minimum volumetric flow rates to the aspiration system are selected
through a hand valve.
The water level in the unit is automatically monitored and replenished.
Two units with different aspiration volumes are available:
1200m3/h and 1800m3/h
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Storage tanks

Ø 600 mm

Ø 800 mm

Ø 1000 mm Ø 1200 mm Ø 1500 mm Ø 1800 mm Ø 2000 mm

0,37 kW
H=800

0,75 kW
H=800

1,1 kW
H=800

1,5 kW
H=1000

1,5 kW
H=1200

2,0 kW
H=1500

2,2 kW
H=2000

200 L
H=1000

370 L
H=1000

800 L
H=1000

1100 L
H=1200

2100 L
H=1500

3750 L
H=1800

6250 L
H=2500

250 L
H=1200

470 L
H=1200

750 L
H=1200

1300 L
H=1500

2600 L
H=1800

4500 L
H=2000

7800 L

570 L
H=1500
-----------------700 L

900 L
H=1500

1650 L
H=1800

3150 L
H=2000

5000 L

Power of the
agitator motor

----------------300 L

----------------- ----------------1100 L

2000 L

3500 L

Tanks with special dimensions can be manufactured upon request.
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Dissolving tanks



Dissolving tanks for dissolving and intermixing engobing and glazing substances
delivered in standard-size bags or Big Bags. Holding capacity of the tanks up to
max.7800 litres.
The tanks are made of stainless steel. The tank is equipped with a standard lowspeed agitator with mixing flights across the entire tank diameter and a high-speed
“Turboquirl” whirling agitator for dissolving. The Turboquirl is operated through a
timer with freely selectable activation time.

Ø 1000 mm Ø 1200 mm Ø 1500 mm Ø 1800 mm Ø 2000 mm
Power of the
agitator motor

2x 1,1 kW
H=800

2x 1,5 kW
H=1000

2x 1,5 kW
H=1200

2x 2,0 kW
H=1500

2x 2,2 kW
H=2000

800 L
H=1000

1100 L
H=1200

2100 L
H=1500

3750 L
H=1800

6250 L
H=2500

750 L
H=1200

1300 L
H=1500

2600 L
H=1800

4500 L
H=2000

7800 L

900 L
H=1500

1650 L
H=1800

3150 L
H=2000

5000 L

-----------------

----------------- ----------------1100 L
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Day tanks



Day tanks for direct processing of the engobing and glazing paints in engobing
and spray-painting systems.
The day bin is installed right next to the engobing or spraying system and acts as a
buffer between the large storage tanks and the processing system. The average
holding capacity of a day tank is approx. 200 litres. The day tank is equipped as
standard with an agitator and with a strainer in the supply and return lines. It is
possible to install a level probe for triggering automatic retrieval of fresh paint from
the storage tank.
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